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May 19, 2022
Hawaii Board of Education Members
My name is Mitchell Otani and I am the Principal of Kalani High School. I was appointed principal in
1991 by then Superintendent Charles Toguchi. I have served 7 Superintendents during my 31 years as
principal. I have seen many, many changes in the way the Department of Education does business and the
different leadership styles of our Superintendents.
The list of candidates for Hawaii Superintendent of Education has been released and we are now down to 3.
I have known Darrel Galera for quite some time and he is worthy of consideration as one of the top three
finalists. I believe that Darrel is a viable candidate but I strongly believe that Interim Superintendent
Keith Hayashi is the right person at the right time and in the right place for the job.
This is the second time that Mr. Hayashi has been the asked to serve as the Interim Superintendent and I
believe that he has the experience and the knowledge of the job to make a difference. Interim
Superintendent Hayashi has helped the department navigate through some very challenging times and
during the pandemic, he has made the tough decisions that needed to be made. Some decisions, while not
popular, allowed the Department to provide for the safe return of our students to the classroom. Interim
Superintendent Hayashi has also successfully lobbied the legislature and has brought home the necessary
funds for our schools to not only survive but thrive despite the challenges. Yes, the Department of
Education Budget for SY22-23 looks pretty good.
With 31 years as Principal and over 40 in education, I am nearing the sunset of my career in education. I
still have a few things left to do at my alma mater (Kalani). That being said, I am asking the Hawaii State
Board of Education to appoint Mr. Hayashi the next Superintendent of Education for the State of Hawaii. I
firmly believe that Interim Superintendent Hayashi will make the necessary changes and provide the very
best for the children of Hawaii just as he transformed Waipahu High School into a Nationally Recognized
School. His good works as principal changed his community and I believe that the State of Hawaii is ready
for a visionary leader - one who truly cares about all of us. Mr. Hayashi deserves a shot at being our
Superintendent without having his hands tied (as Interim). He deserves a chance to pick his own
Leadership Team and the chance to put into motion his vision of excellence for the Keiki of Hawaii.
I believe that the BOE trusts Mr. Hayashi to do a good job and he is worthy of your selection to lead the
Hawaii Department of Education.
Thank you.
Mitchell Otani
Principal
Kalani High School

Written Testimony

To the Board of Education:
Why does Keith Hayashi hide and act as though he needs protection? It’s only his
constituents who want to get their questions answered. Parents and concerned
families of children in the DOE. Why does he think he is so special he can hide
behind his front office personnel? That shows you right there the type of person
Keith Hayashi is. He has kept my children masked. He has made all the employees
of the DOE the covid police which in turn has turned my children into the covid
police. It’s disgusting to me that this one man gets authority to be like this to
people and he wants to get a promotion? The DOE & the BOE have made going to
school a less than normal experience for so many kids & staff. Sending my
daughter home because she had a headache and treating her as if she had covid.
The school made her stay home for 5 days. For a headache that was gone and
hour later. Keith Hayashi does not care about that. He has shown over and over
he likes hiding and being inaccessible. The discrimination happening in the Hawaii
schools is disgusting. We need a change. Someone with light. If he truly cared
about the keiki he would unmask them immediately. But he is allowed to go to a
function and do a photo op without a mask on while everyone else wears one. Can
you not see what is happening? Keith Hayashi does not stand for the keiki of
Hawaii. Keith Hayashi stands for himself. He has showed this by not taking
documents from parents and ignoring our calls. He does not deserve this position
as Superintendent of Hawaii public schools.

Concerned parent from Wahiawa, Hawaii

May 18, 2022

Hawaii State Board of Education
P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

Subject: Testimony in support of Keith Hayashi for Superintendent
Special Meeting on May 19, 2022
III.A Board Action on findings and recommendations of Investigative Committee (a
permitted interaction group pursuant to HRS § 92-2.5(b)(1)) investigating issues
relating to search for a superintendent: selection of superintendent

Dear Members of the Board of Education,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in support of Keith Hayashi for the position of
Superintendent of the State of Hawaii Department of Education.
I speak in support of Mr. Keith Hayashi as being personally and professionally associated with
him as a Principal of Waipahu Elementary School, Waipahu High School, and Leeward District
Complex Area Superintendent. Mr. Hayashi has consistently been an effective leader with the
progressive eductional vision that encompassed school, community, and state. The fact that
Hawaii is one educational system has been integral in Mr. Hayashi’s vision. His capacity to
connect with and communicate with fellow Principals was a strong attribute that always has
been extraordinary.
Sincerely,
Diane Matsuoka, EdD
Waikele Elementary School Principal, retired
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New superintendant testimony
1 message
Julianne King <julianneking@hawaii.rr.com>
To: testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 11:30 AM

Business Meeting May 18, 2022
Agenda item: Superintendent Choice
Position:

Darrel Galera

Dear Board of Education,

As the founder of Hawaii Autism Foundation, I interact with many parents who are reliant on the
Board of Education to make fair, just and professional decisions that benefit the students with
special needs and the teachers who work with special needs . We need accurate and transparent
details about the budgets reserved for special needs. And a great leader who understands the
newest research coming out showing people with special needs are far more intelligent and
capable of comprehending educational content.
Keith Hayashi has not shown his understanding of special needs.
Therefore we recommend Darrel Galera as the new superintendent.
Thank you,

Julianne King
President, Hawaii Autism Foundation

Hawaii Autism Foundation
P.O.Box 630, Kailua, Hawaii 96734

Testimony BOE <testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov>

Testimony
1 message
Susan Duffy <srduffy02@gmail.com>
To: testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 11:33 AM

Susan R. Duffy
General Business Meeting 05-19-2022
Re Selection of New Superintendent
Dear Chairperson Payne and Members of the Hawaii State Board of Education:
Thank you for your service to public education in Hawaii. I am submitting testimony regarding the selection of the next
Superintendent of Hawai’i schools. I do not know any of the candidates personally but I have looked at the resumes and cover letters
of the three finalists and you have a difficult job . I believe however, that of the three candidates, Darrel Galera is the best choice.
Mr. Galera’s background as a former teacher and very successful public school principal of a well performing school already knows
the system well. As a graduate of Hawaii’s public school system, he’s got the qualifications for the job and is truly vested in our local
community.
Hawaii is unique with its single school state system and given that the schools have already lost so much instructional time (i.e.,,due
to Covid) I would think that now more than ever the DOE would need a dedicated and talented leader who can step right in and not
waste any more valuable time. We can not afford to put our teachers and students through this.
It’s also clear that we need someone with extraordinary communication skills given the conflicts between parents and the current
interim superintendent.
Mr. Galera is a Gallup Certified Strengths Coach, which means he knows how to coach people, form strong teams, and help others
excel. He is already a leadership consultant and executive coach for principals, vice principals and teacher leaders. Were he to be
selected, he could hit the ground running.
As a coach, he’s also been trained in employee engagement solutions and knows what makes a great workplace. This ability to coach,
engage, inspire and lead means that he has the talent to create a model of community engagement that would positively benefit our
community and maybe even become a model for others.
Hawaii’s DOE is filled with talented, dedicated and caring teachers and administrators. They deserve to have someone in a leadership
position who can relate to them. He has all the necessary credentials as a former teacher, principal, BOE member, etc. and father who
put his own children through school in the public school system. I would hope that as the BOE you would strongly consider selecting
Mr. Galera as the next Superintendent for he is more than qualified.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Duffy
Ewa Beach, HI

May 18, 2022
To:

Members of the Hawaii Board of Education

From:

Carl Ota, Technology Coordinator - Waipahu High School

Meeting:

BOE Special Meeting on Thursday, May 19, 2022

A.
Agenda Item: III.A - Board Action on findings and recommendations of
Investigative Committee (a permitted interaction group pursuant to Hawaii Revised
Statutes, Section 92-2.5(b)(1)) investigating issues relating to search for a
superintendent: selection of superintendent

Subject:

Testimony supporting Keith Hayashi for Superintendent

The Hawaii Department of Education is a unique system that serves a diverse
population across the island chain. The Superintendent needs to be a person who can
share a vision and allow these communities to innovate learning by incorporating their
local values. Keith Hayashi has the leadership qualities and experiences to be our next
Superintendent.
I have known Mr. Hayashi for more than two decades since he served as a Vice
Principal at Waipahu High School, Pearl City-Waipahu Complex Area Superintendent
(CAS), and as Principal of Waipahu High School. Mr. Hayashi is a “systems thinker” so
being able to serve in these roles, Mr. Hayashi has the experience and a unique
perspective of the Hawaii Department of Education. He will use these experiences to
move the Department forward by communicating a belief and vision, fostering
relationships and building leadership capacity to support and maintain a focus on
student success. Waipahu High School is a microcosm of the possibilities of Mr.
Hayashi’s leadership if he is given the opportunity to serve as the Superintendent.
The success of any organization is the result of the consistent belief of its stakeholders
and their efforts to support that belief. Mr. Hayashi was integral in sharing his belief and
vision for Waipahu High School with everyone. He talked with students and asked them
about their future to provide meaningful learning opportunities. Teachers were able to
share their innovative ideas and were allowed to pursue it with his support. Students
used the Design Thinking process to recognize the classified staff for their contributions.
The community was deemed our customer and he worked with them to support our
efforts through funding or job-related activities to expand learning opportunities for
students to gain experience in their career choice. Opportunities to take Early College
courses, participate in State/Federal/International competitions and internships and earn
industry certifications are available for all students through the support of organizations
such as the McInerny Foundation, Public School of Hawaii Foundation and many other
business partners. The importance of building relationships to establish trust is vital for

any organization to be productive and sustainable. Our long term partnerships and
continued growth in learning opportunities is evidence of the importance of fostering
relationships for Mr. Hayashi.
Mr. Hayashi will be the first to tell you that a school’s success is a team effort.
Stakeholders that feel they have ownership in the organization contribute positively to its
success. Mr. Hayashi delegates responsibilities to stakeholders and this in turn
increases the leadership capacity of the organization. At Waipahu High School, teachers
and assistant principals manage the individual academies where his role is for oversight
and guidance. The structure allows teachers with classroom experience to present new
ideas and to determine data points to meet their desired outcomes. The classified staff
routinely interact with students, even if it is only to greet them or ask about their day.
Student ambassadors have become the mouthpiece for the school for prospective
students and visitors by sharing their personal stories and experiences. Although the
state is one school system, it will take a variety of leaders to address the uniqueness of
each complex. Mr. Hayashi has shown he can delegate and support each entity and
trust his leaders.
Even though Mr. Hayashi has a multitude of experiences, he also understands that he
does not know everything. He is constantly looking at new learning opportunities for
students and staff but will always ask questions for clarification and understanding to
determine the impact on the system. He continues to read and share new thoughts in
education, especially if it supports our school efforts. He has shown a willingness to
make changes if it makes sense to do so. Mr. Hayashi is a lifelong learner and will be a
role model for educators and students as our next Superintendent. Please give his
application your most serious attention. Thank you for this opportunity to share my
thoughts.
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Aloha Hawaii Board of Education,
As an educator with 40 years of experience in two states and across multiple K-12 private and
public education organizations, I have been honored to end my educational career as the
Deputy Superintendent on a team of committed leaders across the State of Hawaii. I would like
to thank the Board of Education for their leadership in the community at a time when our island
home is challenged by a health crisis as well as significant leadership changes now and in the
near future. I am writing this letter voluntarily as I believe I have had a closer than most view of
the challenges facing our island home and the impact on our children in the public school
system, as well as the systems, protocols, and diverse community of leaders who influence and
direct public education.
As a result, I have served in multiple capacities and worked with many superintendents on the
mainland and here in Hawaii. The State Superintendent must first and foremost be committed
to students - not just in words, but in deeds. This leader must understand the intricacies of
working with various groups of policy-makers and educational leaders to build the capacity for
schools to address needs and aspirations of students, the culture within and beyond public
education, and a pragmatic idealist who can capture the hearts and attention of funders and
practitioners to bring resources to our students and make opportunities possible to all students
wherever they reside.
I support Keith Hayashiʻs application to become the new State Superintendent. Keith Hayashiʻs
career speaks for his accomplishments and his students at Waipahu High and beyond have
benefited from his tenacity and vision for making innovative ideas come true. He is
collaborative and rejoices in the successes of others. This is well documented.
As the interim State Superintendent, he has had a short time to accomplish much. He walked
into the position on the first day of the new school year and hit the ground running. Iʻve
observed him on many occasions deal with difficult challenges - i.e., COVID, school disruptions,
water crisis. While the team of leaders in the Department worked to face these challenges
together, Keith led by asking the right questions before setting directions and providing support,
thus building their confidence to address novel challenges never faced by our predecessors.
He could quickly discern the downstream effects of actions taken and insisted on proactive
consideration long after the challenge passed. His credibility increased as a result of his
practical perspective and collaborative solution-finding stance.
He is a systems leader for the operations and the learning priorities of public education. He has
begun the building blocks for systemic work garnering financial resources and commitments
from business partners excited about his vision for workforce readiness and development, as
well as future prospects for facilities renovations. He has initiated steps for refining the DOE’s
data system to provide knowledge and value-based information for making and being

accountable for decisions that result in developing, delivering, and making informed use of
cost-effective programs for students at the complex area and school level. He has set the
direction for seeking information of our most vulnerable students to create opportunities, provide
additional services, and charged his team to monitor and prioritize support to these efforts.
He is a systems leader who is deeply connected with business partners, policymakers, and the
various communities, not because of his title, but because he is action-oriented and cares. He
has opened many doors for partners who are clear about ways to support in a short time. He is
invited into conversations where many community leaders leave ready and willing to support
public education with a clear call to action.
More importantly, what makes Keith unique and the best choice for this position are the qualities
of character that make him a great leader. His humility makes him approachable to all. He
cares about the person and the deliverables simultaneously. This is a gift. His joy in seeing
studentsʻ aspirations realized is authentic. His commitment to making their lives better can be
seen in the non-stop energy he places in listening to their voices and acting on behalf of their
aspirations. His appreciation for those who serve in the public sector providing hope and
service to our communities is genuine and often communicated.
It is my hope that the Board considers the scale and scope of vocal support for Keith as the new
superintendent from within the Department of Education and beyond. No one has ever garnered
that type of support in such a short time. It is not because of any active, organized campaign but because so many of us have experienced his personalized care to “be there” in the midst of
challenges. He is action-oriented, compassionate, and able to deal with different perspectives
yet steer the Department on the right course. We have experienced his leadership style and
believe nothing short of what he has to offer will do.

Me ke aloha pumehana,
Phyllis Unebasami

May 18, 2022

Honorable Members of the Board of Education

RE:

Testimony on Agenda Item III: Board Action on findings and recommendations of Investigative
Committee (a permitted interaction group pursuant to Hawaii Revised Statutes, Section 922.5(b)(1)) investigating issues relating to search for a superintendent: selection of superintendent

Mahalo for the opportunity to provide written testimony in strong support of Keith Hayashi as the next
Hawaii DOE Superintendent.
I am a proud product of Hawaii’s public school systems and have worked at HIDOE for over a decade.
For many years, I have continually heard about the amazing success and innovative programs that Keith
Hayashi helped develop as principal of Waipahu High School.
For the past year, I have had the honor of actually seeing Mr. Hayashi in action. I have been thoroughly
won over and impressed by his leadership and tireless efforts in support of Hawaii’s students.
Sometimes I think he must have clones – I put in 9-10 hours/day, but even with his steady stream of
school visitations, no matter how early I arrive or leave, he is always around – in meetings, testifying at
legislative hearing, or popping in to consult with the Office of Fiscal Services Assistant Superintendent on
fiscal matters.
He has been able to foster new and strengthen his existing relationships both internally within DOE and
externally with legislators and across communities. HIDOE saw unprecedented success in passing 9 of 9
bills in our department’s legislative package and restoration of HIDOE’s budget during the 2022
legislative session.
Mr. Hayashi leads by example and from his heart. He is honest, but always humble and respectful. He
constantly acknowledges everyone’s hard work and commitment, making us all feel appreciated,
supported, and part of a unified team. His experience at all levels – public school student, public school
parent, teacher, principal, complex-area level superintendent, and interim superintendent – helps him
relate and understand all perspectives.
I wholeheartedly support Keith Hayashi as our next Superintendent of Education.

Mahalo,
Carole Furuya Kwock
HIDOE Office of Fiscal Services

Testimony BOE <testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov>

Testimony
3 messages
Lauren Paer <lauren.paer@gmail.com>
To: testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov

Tue, May 17, 2022 at 10:38 PM

Dear Board of Education Members,
I'm writing today out of concern for our keiki. It is 2+ years and they are still forced to wear masks. Even
though countries that did not force masks on children did not see schools as vectors of the virus. Given the
lack of evidence masks are not causing harm (and some data that suggests it is causing harm) I ask you to
make masks optional. Those who want to can wear them, but please free those who don't. I am an adult and I
would be miserable if I had to wear a mask 8 hours/day. I remember feeling bad every time I went into a
grocery store for the workers. Now, thankfully, workers at grocery stores are not longer forced to wear
masks. But children, who do not spread this virus as much and are far less vulnerable to it than adults, still
do? It does not make scientific sense.
Moreover, we have not done the studies necessary to show that masks are safe for people in general, much
less children. The first study I'm including was a meta-study looking at many studies prior to Covid that
found not only that masks led to complaints of headaches, etc, but also that serious damage could be done on
a sub-clinical level. I have not seen any research that disproves these concerns. Safety (not harm)
should have to be proven.
The second study is from Germany and is a survey of parents, who report very high levels of harms
including widespread headaches, irritability, malaise and resisting school.
The fourth article confirms something most of us intuitively sense - that children's ability to read and
understand facial expression and emotions is very much curtailed by masks.
Finally, I'm including a recent graph comparing counties that require masks to those that don't. It shows little
to no difference. This has been true of most states. We see even in countries with strong cultures of
compliance on masks, like Japan or Taiwan, that this has not stopped the spread. Taiwan had an explosion of
cases this year. Sweden never required masks and never shut down their schools, yet schools were not
centers of outbreaks.
Please do right by our keiki and give them and their families the freedom to make their own choices about
masks and to breathe fresh air if they want to.
Thank you for your time. Below are the studies I mentioned.
Sincerely,
Lauren

1) Up until now, there has been no comprehensive investigation as to the adverse health effects masks can cause. The aim was to
find, test, evaluate and compile scientifically proven related side effects of wearing masks. For a quantitative evaluation, 44 mostly
experimental studies were referenced, and for a substantive evaluation, 65 publications were found. The literature revealed relevant
adverse effects of masks in numerous disciplines. In this paper, we refer to the psychological and physical deterioration as well as
multiple symptoms described because of their consistent, recurrent and uniform presentation from different disciplines as a MaskInduced Exhaustion Syndrome (MIES).

For scientists, the prospect of continued mask use in everyday life suggests areas for further research. In our
view, further research is particularly desirable in the gynecological (fetal and embryonic) and
pediatric fields, as children are a vulnerable group that would face the longest and, thus, most
profound consequences of a potentially risky mask use. Basic research at the cellular level regarding
mask-induced triggering of the transcription factor HIF with potential promotion of
immunosuppression and carcinogenicity also appears to be useful under this circumstance. Our
scoping review shows the need for a systematic review.
The described mask-related changes in respiratory physiology can have an adverse effect on the
wearer’s blood gases sub-clinically and in some cases also clinically manifest and, therefore, have a
negative effect on the basis of all aerobic life, external and internal respiration, with an influence on a
wide variety of organ systems and metabolic processes with physical, psychological and social
consequences for the individual human being.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8072811/
2) The results the first German study on children and teenagers wearing mouth and nose coverings reveal 68% complain
of wearing a mask. Researchers at the university of Witten Herdecke had set up the first registry to report effects of
wearing a mask in children. 363 doctors were invited to report their findings and ask parents and teachers to register side
effects of masks. They were surprised by the elevated number of reports, as they found complaints affecting 25,930
children were entered in less than 6 days. Most common issues were:
Irritability (60%)
Headaches (53%)
Difficulties concentrating (50%)
Sadness (49%)
Reluctance to attend school (44%)
Malaise (42%)
Impaired learning (38%)
Fatigue and drowsiness (37%)
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-124394/v1
3) Emotional aspect:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7755855/
4) Children's ability to judge emotions. Imo the conclusion is far more positive than the data warrants. As the PsyPost title,
which claims "minimum impact" is just not true. The numbers in this article appear to suggest children's ability to
accurately read emotions was almost 3x higher without the mask.
"The participants correctly judged the emotion of the uncovered faces as often as 66% of the time. For faces partially
obscured by masks, the children correctly identified sadness about 28% of the time, anger 27% of the time, and fear 18%
of the time — rates better than chance."
https://www.psypost.org/2020/12/childrens-ability-to-detect-emotions-appears-to-be-minimally-impacted-by-masks-duringthe-covid-19-pandemic-58957
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0243708

Testimony BOE <testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov>
To: Lauren Paer <lauren.paer@gmail.com>

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 9:55 AM

Thank you for contacting the Board of Education. This email address is specifically
designed to receive public testimony for upcoming Board of Education meeting agenda
items. Attached please find the links to the most recent agenda for the Board's Meeting
scheduled for Thursday, May 19, 2022. Please identify what agenda item your
testimony is related to or it will not be listed as public testimony.
May 19, 2022 Special Meeting (hawaii.gov)
Mahalo,
Board of Education Staff
[Quoted text hidden]

Lauren Paer <lauren.paer@gmail.com>
To: Testimony BOE <testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov>

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 5:54 PM

I apologize - I thought this session was related to masks. I see that meeting happened on 5/5. For this agenda item of
picking superintendent I would like to voice my support for Darrel Galera.
As for the masks, which was item 4A "presentation on universal indoor masking" from the 5/5 meeting, I'm sure this is
something the Board Members will continue to monitor and think about over the summer for the next school year. I hope

you'll consider the information I provided. Schools in Asia and Europe that didn't mask did not see huge outbreaks. For
those who want to protect themselves, they are able to buy and wear N95's. Given that, how is a mandate justified?
Some parents' fears not based on sound data is not a reason to force it on everyone.
It's also important to note it's been 2 years. We were originally a few weeks. A few years is a huge amount of time for
child development. Breathing hot recirculated air. Not seeing faces. Their IQ is literally plummeting. This could have
serious implications for Hawaii's next generation. Hawaii News N "Psychiatrist

Thomas Cook cites a study out of
Brown University that found IQ points dropped by 20 over the last two years.
“And so, I think that data should give us pause about some of the effects both of masking and
lockdowns,” said Cook. “Those two things haven’t been teased out, but I think we need to wonder.”
These are potentially serious effects it's having on students. Even the CDC no longer recommends this. We are the last
state in the country. Why?
I know Covid has been a very challenging and stressful situation for many of you and many of us. I hope whoever is
reading this email and the Members of the Board digs deep about what these policies are doing to our keiki and the
legacy you want to leave.
[Quoted text hidden]
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sulinmaru <20kukana06@gmail.com>
To: testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 3:35 PM

Susan Schlosser
Retired DOE Teacher & Administrator
May 19, 2002 BOE Meeting - Superintendent Selection
I strongly support the selection of Darrel Galera to become the State of Hawaii DOE Superintendent. Having worked in
the DOE in grades K-12 under four different superintendents I have experienced the leadership of four different
superintendents for 45+ years as I continue to substitute teach.
LeMahieu had great vision but not an understanding of Hawaii's culture to enable implementation.
Matayoshi had no education experience nor understanding of teaching & learning and tried to run schools like a
business. Kishimoto was another "outsider" with limited education experiences.
Darrel Galera has extraordinary leadership skills; creative vision; experience in all facets of Hawaii's cultures; strong
character; and all blended with humility, caring, and kindness. Please select Darrel Galera as our State of Hawaii DOE
Superintendent.
Respectfully,
Susan Schlosser

From: Concerned Teacher and Parent
Meeting: May 19, 2022 Special Meeting
Position: Comment
Aloha Board of Education Members, I am writing to submit personal testimony against putting
Interim Keith Hayashi in position of Superintendent of Hawaii DOE Schools. First and foremost,
he is not interested in listening to his constituents. I currently have two children in the DOE
school system and will have three enrolled next year. If things stay the same way they have
been, I’ll need to pull all three of my children out of the DOE. Also, I’ve been teaching in the
DOE for the last 16 years. I have tried to reach out to Mr. Hayashi both as a teacher and a
parent, and he has not gotten back to me or made time for me, or in fact, for many of us who
have brought up concerns to him. There is no “Hā" in Hayashi. He claims in his resume and
notes that he supports the objectives of Nā Hopena A`o, yet he ignores the fact that it takes
BREATH or HĀ to be at the center of all things, and he continues to require kids to mask up
every day. He says he supports student “voice and choice”, yet he forces my students and my
two children to mask up every day. He supports discrimination saying all new hires must be
vaccinated. He is hurting the future of athletes that don’t trust these vaccinations and non-FDA
approved tests. Despite these horrible decisions and directives, I still believe that the main
reason he should not be selected as Superintendent is because he hides from his constituents
and is not open to conversation or discussion regarding important topics.
Sincerely,
A Very Concerned Teacher and Parent
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To: testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 3:35 PM

Susan Schlosser
Retired DOE Teacher & Administrator
May 19, 2002 BOE Meeting - Superintendent Selection
I strongly support the selection of Darrel Galera to become the State of Hawaii DOE Superintendent. Having worked in
the DOE in grades K-12 under four different superintendents I have experienced the leadership of four different
superintendents for 45+ years as I continue to substitute teach.
LeMahieu had great vision but not an understanding of Hawaii's culture to enable implementation.
Matayoshi had no education experience nor understanding of teaching & learning and tried to run schools like a
business. Kishimoto was another "outsider" with limited education experiences.
Darrel Galera has extraordinary leadership skills; creative vision; experience in all facets of Hawaii's cultures; strong
character; and all blended with humility, caring, and kindness. Please select Darrel Galera as our State of Hawaii DOE
Superintendent.
Respectfully,
Susan Schlosser
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Brian Hallett <bnhallett@yahoo.com>
To: "testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov" <testimony.boe@boe.hawaii.gov>

Wed, May 18, 2022 at 9:42 PM

May 18, 2022
TO:

Hawaii Board of Education

FROM:

Brian Hallett

RE:

Agenda Item III.A. Selection of Superintendent

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support of Keith T. Hayashi for selection as the next
Superintendent for Hawaii's public schools.
I offer this testimony not as part of the Department’s current leadership team, but as an individual he has
inspired. l first became acquainted with Mr. Hayashi in 2006 when he was part of then-Superintendent
Patricia Hamamoto’s leadership team. Over the next 15 years, I had the opportunity to watch his
transformative revitalization of one of the largest high schools in the state, as he and Waipahu High School
gained recognition for exemplifying the use of the flexibility and authority placed at the school level through
Act 51, the Reinventing Education Act of 2004.
Over the years I have been fortunate to be able to witness Keith Hayashi:
root out a theft and money-laundering scheme that pre-dated his tenure at Waipahu High School,
which resulted in a conviction in 2012 and the repayment to the school of $500,000;
subsequently instilled responsible money management practices at Waipahu High School allowing
the school to leverage annual allocations of general funds, as well as use the settlement proceeds to
support and grow its successful academies model;
annually reach out to those of us in the Office of Fiscal Services as the end of the fiscal year
approached to review his planned carryover balances, demonstrating both his commitment to
accountability and the importance of reliable funding to empower schools and support innovation;
be recognized for his visionary leadership by then U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan who
after spending several hours at Waipahu High School in 2014 said, "I don’t know that we’re in a high
school….This is like graduate-level work. What an amazing environment to learn in. How fun would
this be as a high school student, to be learning hands-on rather than sitting behind a desk taking
notes?" (Star-Advertiser, April 1, 2014); and,
successfully collaborate with lawmakers during the 2022 Session, which resulted in both a return of
fiscal stability and an unprecedented increase in financial support for the Department’s budget that
will benefit all schools statewide and the students and families they serve.
Despite these and numerous other accolades, “braggadocious” is never a word that comes to mind for
those who know Keith Hayashi. As a humble leader with high character and competence, his inherent

instincts, nature, and accomplishments engender trust in those he interacts with. This is reflected in
the broad-based and ardent support offered by so many school, business, and political leaders.
Please afford yourself a moment to reflect on the wisdom of Stephen M.R. Covey who coined the phrase,
“Change happens at the speed of trust.” Keith Hayashi is the right leader at the right time to
collaboratively navigate through the current pandemic and transform the public school system by engaging
students in opportunities to advance their lives.

MAKAWALU CREATIVES
Testimony of Meleanna Aluli Meyer
Principal/Lead Artist, Educator, M. Ed.
May 17, 2022
Catherine Payne
Chair, Search Committee
State of Hawaiʻi Board of Education
P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, HI. 96804

Dear Chair Payne and Board of Education Committee members:
Aloha mai kākou. Greetings between us. Mahalo for this timely opportunity to
submit testimony in support of Interim Superintendent Mr. Keith Hayashiʻs
candidacy to serve as the next superintendent of the State of Hawaiʻiʻs
Department of Education. As a life-long educator in the community, Iʻve taught
throughout the DOE, as an AITS(Artist in the schools) and as someone on
contract with various educational and family centric organizations throughout
my over 30 years in education here in Hawaiʻi.
As a keiki o ka ʻaina, I must say that my working with Mr. Hayashi, albeit brie ly,
really impressed me for a number of important reasons. Primarily because I
experienced irst-hand an unusual and genuine school wide— positive,
community interaction at Waipahu highschool, that included not only an entire
cafeteria of students, but parents and those who supported their children as
well… Grand parents, aunts and uncles! A completely illed cafeteria of over 300
+ people! It was a startling event for me, never having experienced this kind of
enthusiasm and attendance in support of the students anywhere, and at
Waipahu high school. A remarkable testament to his leadership at the time, for
any school.
For me as an educator, I was certainly thrilled to have experienced this kind of
genuine support from the community at large, as professionals (from the
community) a number of us were invited to share life experiences through a
career fare like opportunity for highschool students that day. Su ice to say, that
this was a window into this manʻs genuine ability to rally and support, what
traditionally is a di icult task— motivating students to believe in their education
and in their futures! Mahalo Mr. Hayashi for your belief and leadership in our
children, and for your ability to be there for the youth at Waipahu high school!
Mahalo hou, for the opportunity to provide my vote of enthusiastic support for
Mr. Hayashi as Department of Education Superintendent for the state of Hawaiʻi.
O au iho nō
Sincerely yours,
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Meleanna Aluli Meyer

Aloha Chair Payne and Members of the Board of Education:

My name is Debbie Spencer-Chun, President and CEO of Adult Friends for Youth and would like to
comment on the selection of superintendent.
Adult Friends for Youth’s (AFY) mission is “Redirecting lives to stop violence in order to strengthen
family and community safety, while promoting well-being for all youth so that they can reach their
full potential.” In our capacity we have had the opportunity to serve some of the highest risk youth
in our communities who are also some of the brightest young people we have ever met. They
come from circumstances which include but not limited to: exposure to violence, drugs,
incarcerated parents as well as siblings, living in distressed neighborhoods, less opportunities and
in many cases lack of proper guidance and love. I
have no opposition to any of the three finalists because I am sure the Board has diligently vetted
these three to become finalist for the position of Superintendent of Education.
However, I would like to share our (AFY) experiences with one candidate in particular, Mr. Keith
Hayashi. AFY has served the youth of Waipahu for nearly 30 years. Prior to becoming the President
and CEO, I worked directly with male youth gangs as whole entities providing group counseling
services at Waipahu High School (WHS). It is in this capacity that we have come to know Keith. We
first collaborated with him as a Vice Principal of WHS and later as Principal. As a VP, he had the
responsibility of responding to situations that often-involved fights, insubordination and other
negative destructive behaviors on campus. Thus, having to meet with the student and AFY staff on
many occasions. It was through these interactions that I learned Keith had the heart for all
students on the campus. He did not disregard the fact the highest risk youth on the campus
needed specialized services to redirect their lives back on the right track.
As a principal he never wavered from his vision to help all the students. He continued to create,
innovate and excel in developing programs and collaboratively working with community-based
organizations (CBO) that would meet the needs all of the students at every level. We continue to
service the highest risk youth at WHS because Keith cares. Til this day, he will ask about many of
the youth we serviced at WHS while he was a VP.
I feel the candidate that is selected must have plans to address our highest risk youth as part of
their strategic plan. Although these youth make up only about 10 -15 % of the entire enrollment, if
not addressed the safety of the school can be at risk (Keith has seen this first hand). The pandemic
has added deeper concern for this population of students as we have directly seen them
academically and emotionally fallen further behind and this cannot be ignored. Any
superintendent coming into this position should have a strong knowledge base and experience in
dealing with this population and be open to working with CBOs that can help.
I know firsthand that Keith possesses a good knowledge base to address these concerns and has a
good partnership with many CBOs to help address these and many other issues. He is not afraid to
ask for help because he knows it takes a village to raise a child and DOE cannot do it alone.
Thank you for your time and allowing me to share my experiences.

